


These spas have the powerful therapy that has made Master Spas...



WORLD CLASS, LUXURY HOT TUBS… 
THE MICHAEL PHELPS LEGEND SERIES 
BY MASTER SPAS.

One glance and you’ll see why these hot tubs 

shatter the mold. Custom designed crystal-like jets, 

custom backlit air controls and valves, and stainless 

steel accents give the Michael Phelps Legend 

Series spas a sophisticated and contemporary feel. 

Beautiful, graceful lines, breath taking lighting 

and soothing water features make Michael Phelps 

Legend Series a work of art.

Master Spas’ flagship line of ultra premium hot 

tubs is also a stunning work of technology. The 

color display control panel lets you easily manage 

every function of the hot tub, and by using the 

available app for your smart phone or tablet, you 

can make sure your spa is always ready no matter 

where you are.*

Crystal clear water is the result of a synergistic  

combination of EcoPur® filtration and the advanced 

UV light/ozone system called Mast3rPurTM.  There 

is no water management system on the market, 

including salt systems, that comes close to this 

multi-faceted approach to water quality.

A specially engineered vibration damping system 

cuts pump noise and vibrations by more than  

150% compared to the industry standard. Now 

you can hear every note from the optional premium 

Bluetooth stereo system, enjoy live streaming TV  

or watch your favorite movies via the optional 

waterproof iPad® entertainment system.

The Michael Phelps Legend Series by Master Spas 

are the best designed, best engineered hot tubs you 

can buy. No wonder they’re the Ultimate Relaxation 

Machine.

Introducing 

THIS IS THE PERFECT 
BLEND OF  

ART AND SCIENCE. 

EUROPEAN INSPIRED LINES

CUSTOM AIR CONTROLS AND VALVES

AMAZING WATER FEATURESThese spas have the powerful therapy that has made Master Spas...
legendary.

*REQUIRES OPTIONAL WI-FI MODULE



Part of what makes every Master Spa a favorite among critics and customers is



OUR FINELY-CRAFTED, FORM-FITTING  
SEATS THAT PERFECTLY ACCOMMODATE 
THE HUMAN BODY. 

We have taken therapy to the extreme simply by 

creating seats that wrap you in comfort and that 

deliver the ultimate in hydrothermal therapy from 

head to toe. For example, the Xtreme Therapy 

Seat utilizes 22 strategically placed jets with two 

whirlpools in a unique pattern for the neck and 

back and maximum coverage for the calves, arms, 

wrists, and hands — all with individual controls.  

All Legend Series spas feature dual 14-nozzle 

Master BlasterTM jets for the best foot massage 

therapy anywhere.

Master Spas offers numerous therapeutic jet con-

figurations, all within your command. Choose a full 

body massage… or perhaps concentrated neck and 

shoulder relief… or a soothing foot massage… or 

a relaxing lounge and cool-down seat. Many jets 

are fully adjustable from 100 to 10 percent velocity, 

allowing you to customize every seat in the spa!

Part of what makes every Master Spa a favorite among critics and customers is

EXPERIENCE MASTER SPAS 
LEGENDARY THERAPY

• StressRelief™ Neck and Shoulder Seat

• Master Blaster Foot Massage Therapy

• Xtreme Therapy Seat

• Master Force™ Bio-Magnetic Therapy System

• Exclusive Orbit Jets with stunning crystal-like nozzles 

STRESSRELIEF NECK AND SHOULDER SEAT

XTREME THERAPY SEAT

CONTOURED LOUNGE
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SMART DEVICE, MEET SMART SPA 

Set the mood prior to entering your spa, 

with the right lighting, water temperature, 

and running massage pumps all from the 

convenience of your Apple® or Android® device.  

Remotely control the operations of your spa  

via an optional integrated Wi-Fi module that 

works with a Wi-Fi spa control app.

WATCH YOUR FAVORITE TV SHOW 
OR MOVIES WITH YOUR IPAD

Once you have an optional Fusion Sound 

System, it’s easy to stream shows or movies 

from the comfort of your hot tub using your 

iPad or iPad miniTM. Just use the optional 

waterproof case and heavy duty suction 

stand on your Apple® tablet, connect to your 

Bluetooth through your device and pick what 

you want to watch. It’s that easy! 

DELUXE FUSION BT SOUND SYSTEM

Master Spas’ optional Deluxe Fusion BT 

(Bluetooth) Sound System allows you to bring 

your favorite music to life with the perfect 

balance of stereo sound.  As you settle into the 

hydrotherapy of the water and jets, let your mind 

wander with the music.  A docking station with 

Bluetooth technology, premium sound speakers, 

and a water-resistant remote will seduce your 

senses into untroubled happiness. Just press play.



The heart of Master Spas Noise Reduction System (NRS) is the unique motor mount developed by  

Master Spas world class engineers and our industry leading suppliers. The NRS is featured on Pump 1  

on every Michael Phelps Legend Series Spa.

NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM

The little things in life make such a big difference for us. It could be the smile of a young child at the 

end of a long day or maybe it’s the fact you hit all the green lights on your morning commute. One 

thing that’s been more difficult to find in these busy times is a quiet, relaxing place to rejuvenate 

yourself. The most relaxing spas in the world got even better with our exclusive Noise Reduction 

System (NRS).

The NRS is the result of advanced 

engineering innovation that reduces pump 

and motor vibration by 150% over the 

industry standard mounting system making 

it even easier to find your quiet place.
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INDUSTRY STANDARD MASTER SPAS NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM

MAKING IT EVEN EASIER
TO FIND YOUR  
QUIET PLACE

                       SMART SENSOR TECHNOLOGY

Smart Sensor Technology, a feature included in every Master Spa, helps you to regulate all the 

functions of your unit:

•   Sensors monitor each other via software to help control water flow and temperature

•   Tests and assures for proper operating environment for the heating element

•    Eliminates excessive cycling

•   Detects any flow restrictions 

•   Minimizes calcium buildup on the element

•   Ensures all safety functions are always active

EXPERIENCE SPA THERAPY IN A 
WHOLE NEW LIGHT 

Enhance your relaxation experience with an 

enlightening cascade of color. Our standard 

LED light package illuminates your pillows, 

water features, controls and more with a 

rich spectrum of inviting colors.  You’ll have 

complete control of the color from your 

state-of-the-art topside controls. The optional 

Afterglow Jet Package brings a brilliant 

kaleidoscope of colors through the larger 

crystal-like jets in your spa.

Peace of Mind

Less Noise = More Relaxing



MASTER CRAFTED, LEGENDARY REPUTATION

At Master Spas, we have worked for over 35 

years to perfect your spa experience.  We’re 

proud to say that all our spas are made in 

the USA and each design is master-crafted 

to achieve enhanced, innovative therapy and 

high-tech advancements in insulation, filtration 

and heating systems. Here are a few of the 

proprietary features that distinguish Master 

Spas as a leader in spa design, construction, 

and performance:

How  We Create   a  Legend



Master Spas are certified to the California Energy Commission (CEC) as meeting Title 20 

requirements. We use Icynene foam technology that has dramatically raised the standard over 

urethane foam insulation systems used by 

almost all spa manufacturers. Icynene is 

polyicynene expanding foam insulation that 

is environmentally safe. It allows foam to be 

sprayed without ozone destroying gases and 

without gas emission hazards. 

The Icynene Insulation System expands to 100 times its initial volume in seconds to insulate and 

air-seal the spa envelope. The resulting blanket of soft foam insulation forms a continuous thermal 

barrier that eliminates cold spots and significantly reduces energy costs. A consistent, comfortable 

temperature is maintained inside the spa, while cold air is kept outside, and condensation, mold and 

mildew prevented. Unlike urethane foam-based systems, which lose half their R value in as little as 

two years, Icynene maintains its insulation value for the life of your Master Spa.
How  We Create   a  Legend

•  MOLD RESISTANT COATED WOOD FRAME  

a heavy-duty 2x4 engineered frame that is coated  

to reduce moisture absorption.

•  FIBERGLASS REINFORCED BILLETS give the frame’s 

top flange greater strength. 

•  VAC FORMED ABS PAN BOTTOM finishes the frame 

with a vac formed, high density ABS base that helps 

keep the heat in and unwanted pests out.

•  MANIFOLD PLUMBING SYSTEM ensures that 

pressure is distributed equally among the spa’s jets.

•  NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM is a result of advanced engineering innovation that reduces pump and 

motor vibration by 150% over the industry standard mounting system.

•  ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY ICYNENE FOAM INSULATION makes a Master Spa one of the most 

energy-efficient spas in the industry. It also helps support the weight of the plumbing in the spa. Every 

Master Spa is certified to the California Energy Commission (CEC) as meeting Title 20 requirements. 

•  MAST3RPUR WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM provides radically clean spa water in an 

environmentally friendly way using a synergistic blend of three proven natural sanitizers, including 

our patented EcoPur Water Filtration System.

•  DURAMASTER PREMIUM™ SKIRTING is made of high-impact, weatherable polymer. It features 

authentic wood grain patterns randomly etched into the polymer for a rich, three-dimensional look. 

The skirting has virtually no fading and is so durable, that it comes with a lifetime warranty.

                                           EASY TO ENJOY

One of our goals is to dismiss the myths that owning and caring for a portable 

spa involves high costs of time, energy, and resources.  With Master Spas, it simply 

is not true. We invest significantly in product research and development of each 

spa component to ensure lasting performance with easy care. And we’re not done 

yet. We continue to improve our spas, making them easier to maintain and  

more enjoyable — after all, we believe that’s part of the therapy, too.

BETTER INSULATION MEANS STRESS-FREE MAINTENANCE

Easy to Own

BETTER INSULATION 
MEANS LOW ENERGY 

COSTS
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The synergistic blend of three proven natural sanitizers provides water quality and spa care not  

found in any other spa, including salt systems. Plus, the Mast3rPur Water Management System 

dramatically reduces harsh chemical consumption, like chlorine, while removing many heavy  

metals and chloramines for water that looks crystal clear, smells fresh, and has a silky feel.  

Another innovative, exclusive benefit only available through Master Spas.

MAST3RPUR ~THE NEXT GENERATION  
IN WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Each of the three elements are proven effective water management tools but when they are  

combined, their synergy makes them dramatically more effective through a chemical reaction known 

as Advanced Oxidation Process (AOP).  

AOP is superior to other systems because 

it produces powerful hydroxyl radicals 

that maximize disinfection and reduces 

chloramines fast and effectively.  Clean, 

clear, fresh smelling, and silkier water is 

available now with less work...exclusively 

on Master Spas.

When absorbed in water, ozone kills pathogens and 

microorganisms, destroys organics, and oxidizes non-organic 

contaminants.

When germicidal UV-C light is exposed to water it inactivates 

microorganisms and breaks down chloramines.

The unique combination of copper and zinc in the patented EcoPur 

filters creates an electro-chemical reaction to eliminate many 

microorganisms and remove heavy metals such as lead and mercury.
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THE POWER OF 3

Naturally



Putting you in control of your wellness

REVERSE MOLDED STRESSRELIEF NECK AND SHOULDER SEAT MASTER BLASTER FOOT MASSAGE THERAPY



MASTER BLASTER

Our Master Blaster Foot Therapy System uses dual jet clusters with 28 total individual nozzles 

designed to rejuvenate your body through an encompassing foot massage. This unique form  

of reflexology is supported by scientific studies showing the health benefits of foot massage.  

Our Master Blaster Foot Therapy System is powered by a separate oversized pump, generating  

140 gallons per minute of powerful yet soothing foot relief.

REVERSE MOLDED STRESSRELIEF NECK AND SHOULDER SEAT

Our exclusive reverse molded StressRelief Neck and Shoulder Seat features specially designed jets that 

apply tension-relieving massage where it’s needed most, across the neck and shoulders.  

THERAPEUTIC JETS, ALL WITHIN YOUR COMMAND

Many jets are fully adjustable from 100 to 10 percent velocity, allowing you to customize every seat in the 

spa! Our exclusive Orbit Jets have stunning crystal-like nozzles, shown illuminated below with the optional 

Afterglow Jet Package.

Master Spas is putting you in 

complete control of your wellness. 

Used for centuries to help relieve 

pain, improve circulation, reduce 

swelling, and alleviate stiffness, 

magnetic therapy is being reborn 

in the world of modern medicine. 

More doctors and physical therapists now 

use magnetic therapy for the treatment of 

back problems, arthritis and sports injuries. 

As a result, nearly 70 percent of all professional athletes use magnetic therapy for pain relief and 

performance enhancement.

Our patented Master Force Bio-Magnetic Therapy System applies strategically placed magnets to 

two pressure points behind the neck, and eight through the shoulders, back and seat areas in our 

exclusive reverse molded StressRelief Neck and Shoulder Seat.

Putting you in control of your wellness

Therapeutic

NEARLY 70% OF ALL 
PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES 
USE MAGNETIC THERAPY

MASTER FORCE BIO-MAGNETIC THERAPY SYSTEM 

BIO-MAGNETIC THERAPY SYSTEM



LSX 900*

The LSX 900 has the same features as the award winning LSX 800, but sized 

to fit a family of 8. Enjoy the ultimate hydrotherapy of our StressRelief Neck 

and Shoulder Seat and Master Blaster Foot Massage while listening to an 

optional Fusion Sound System. 

LSX 800
Recognized as a repeat “Best Buy” in the premium 

category by Consumers Digest, enjoy the legendary 

Master Spas therapy.

Dimensions: 108”x 94”x 38” (274 cm x 239 cm x 97 cm)

Weight (dry/full): 1,525 lbs / 7,095 lbs

Gallons: 490

Pumps: 4

Water care system: Mast3rPur Water Management System

Number of jets: 72

Seating capacity: 7-8

Secondary remote: 1

Master Blasters: 2 (14 jet nozzles each)

Water features: AquaTerraceTM and AquaFontaineTM

LED lighting: Orion Light SystemTM

Exclusive features: Noise Reduction System 
Vac formed ABS pan bottom

Premium options: Fusion Sound System 
Wi-Fi Module 
Afterglow Jet Package

Dimensions: 94”x 94”x 38” (239 cm x 239 cm x 97 cm)

Weight (dry/full): 1,315 lbs / 5,845 lbs

Gallons: 410

Pumps: 4

Water care system: Mast3rPur Water Management System

Number of jets: 70

Seating capacity: 5-6

Secondary remote: 1

Master Blasters: 2 (14 jet nozzles each)

Water features: AquaTerrace and AquaFontaine

LED lighting: Orion Light System

Exclusive features: Noise Reduction System 
Vac formed ABS pan bottom

Premium options: Fusion Sound System 
Wi-Fi Module 
Afterglow Jet Package

*Shell options available: Sterling Silver, Sierra, Midnight Canyon, Tuscan Sun



LSX 700
One of our bestsellers features a deep reverse molded StressRelief 

Neck and Shoulder Seat and a contoured lounge, giving you a wide 

variety of seating options.

Dimensions: 94”x 94”x 38” (239 cm x 239 cm x 97 cm)

Weight (dry/full): 1,315 lbs / 5,845 lbs

Gallons: 410

Pumps: 4

Water care system: Mast3rPur Water Management System

Number of jets: 70

Seating capacity: 5-6

Secondary remote: 1

Master Blasters: 2 (14 jet nozzles each)

Water features: AquaTerrace and AquaFontaine

LED lighting: Orion Light System

Exclusive features: Noise Reduction System
Vac formed ABS pan bottom

Premium options: Fusion Sound System
Wi-Fi Module
Afterglow Jet Package

Dimensions: 84”x 84”x 38” (213 cm x 213 cm x 97 cm)

Weight (dry/full): 1,130 lbs / 4,600 lbs

Gallons: 305

Pumps: 4

Water care system: Mast3rPur Water Management System

Number of jets: 62

Seating capacity: 4-5

Secondary remote: 1

Master Blasters: 2 (14 jet nozzles each)

Water features: AquaTerrace and AquaFontaine

LED lighting: Orion Light System

Exclusive features: Noise Reduction System 
Vac formed ABS pan bottom

Premium options: Fusion Sound System 
Wi-Fi Module 
Afterglow Jet Package

PORTABELLO ESPRESSO

STANDARD SKIRTING: DuraMaster Premium

DESERT GRANITE

OPTIONAL SKIRTING: DreamStone

OPTIONAL SKIRTING:

WALNUT GROVE DRIFTWOOD

STERLING SILVER SIERRA

STANDARD SHELL COLORS

CAMEO SILK

TUSCAN SUN STORM CLOUDS

OCEANWAVE OPAL MIDNIGHT CANYON

PREMIUM SHELL COLORS

PREMIUM OPTIONS

Fusion Sound Systems: Enhance 

your spa with rich, beautiful sound.

DELUXE FUSION BT SOUND SYSTEM  

includes a docking station and an FM 

Tuner controlled through the water 

resistant remote control. It also includes 

six marine grade speakers, subwoofer 

and BlueTooth capability.

DELUXE FUSION AIR SOUND SYSTEM 

includes BlueTooth capability for 

streaming your favorite music plus an 

FM Tuner controlled through the water 

resistant remote control, six marine 

grade speakers, and a subwoofer.

Wi-Fi Module: Enables you to 

remotely control the operations of your 

spa through a Wi-Fi spa control app.

Afterglow Jet Package: Illuminates 

the larger crystal-like jets in your spa.

SHELL OPTIONS
We offer a selection of versatile colors 

to perfectly compliment your home. 

Choose the one that best fits you!

SKIRT OPTIONS
Match the color of your spa with the 

skirting of your choice for a distinctive 

combination that’s truly your own. 

Choose from the standard DuraMaster 

Premium polymer skirting or the 

MasterTech™ skirt that has the look of 

real wood, but is virtually maintenance 

free. For the ultimate in luxury, choose 

the convincing DreamStone™  

synthetic rock skirt.

EXCLUSIVE LIMITED EDITION!
NEW for 2016 we are offering an  
exclusive combination of the premium  
Winter Solstice shell complimented by 
DuraMaster II Ultra Black skirting.



6927 Lincoln Parkway • Fort Wayne IN 46804

260.436.9100

www.MasterSpas.com
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US ON:

Everything about the Michael Phelps Legend 

Series sets it apart as the standard in luxury 

portable spas. With the most outstanding 

features and best construction in the industry, 

it redefines the spa experience. Proven by  

the LSX 800 being repeatedly recognized as  

a “Best Buy” in the premium category by 

Consumers Digest, the Legend is truly the 

Ultimate Relaxation Machine. 

TRADECERTIFIED.COM

MANUFACTURER

SPA

2015

CERTIFIED
Both our products and our company are recognized by 

the spa industry’s most distinguished and coveted awards 

as well as many notable organizations.  ABC Television’s 

“Extreme Makeover: Home Edition” featured the Master 

Spas Legend Series. Producers of Discovery Channel selected 

Master Spas to be featured on the network’s “How It’s 

Made” program that shows a walk-through from concept  

to completion of various products.

Our growing list of awards and accolades also includes:

•   Spa Certified — the highest endorsement rating,

rewarding quality and service in the hot tub industry

•   Recipient of the BBB Torch Award

for Marketplace Ethics

•   Inspire Award — the hot tub industry’s top award

•   Ernst & Young — Entrepreneur of the Year

MASTER SPAS CARES FOR CURES Master Spas is pleased and proud to assist
two foundations dedicated to finding and funding the cures for life-hindering diseases. 

Along with the Lupus Foundation of America, we have  
initiated a campaign to help raise awareness and find a cure  
for this debilitating disease that affects more than 1.5 million 
Americans. Part of the profit of each spa sold will go to the 
Lupus Foundation. 

CARES FOR KIDS With every
Master Spas Swim Spa sold, a  
donation will be made to the  
NAZ Children’s Centre in Jamaica. 

For more information, visit 
MasterSpas.com/cares

Master Spas has joined forces with the 
Vera Bradley Foundation for Breast 
Cancer to eradicate breast cancer, a 
life-threatening disease, by providing 
financial support for research and 
research-related projects.  

THE BEST BUY SEAL AND OTHER LICENSED MATERIALS ARE REGISTERED CERTIFICATION MARKS AND TRADEMARKS OF CONSUMERS 
DIGEST COMMUNICATIONS, LLC, USED UNDER LICENSE. FOR AWARD INFORMATION, VISIT CONSUMERSDIGEST.COM 

IPHONE, IPOD, IPAD, IPAD MINI AND APPLE ARE TRADEMARKS OF APPLE INC., REGISTERED IN THE U.S. AND OTHER COUNTRIES.

Master Spas reserves the right to change product specifications or features without notice. Master Spas is a manufacturer 
of spas and related products, and we stand behind every product we produce pursuant to those representations which 
are stated in our written limited warranty. Your dealer is an independent businessperson or company and not an employee 
or agent of Master Spas, Inc. We cannot and do not accept any responsibility or liability for any other representations, 
statements or contracts made by any dealer beyond the provisions of our written limited warranty. 

© 2016 Master Spas, Inc. 260 436 9100  sales@masterspas.com  LITMPL2016    $5.95

YOUR MASTER SPAS DEALER:

WATCH VIDEO


